
LESSON 6             Algebraic expressions: 
 

1.- A Number 

2.- The following of a whole number or the number after other whole number 

3.- The number before other whole number 

4.- The following odd number 

5.- The following even number 

6.- The double of a number 

7.- The number which is two units less than x 

8.- The number which is two units bigger than x 

9.- A half of a number 

10.- The triple of a number or three times a number 

11.- The third part of a number 

12.- Three units bigger than a number 

13.- Three units less than a number 

14.- The fifth part of a number plus its triple 

15.- The triple of a number minus its half 

16.- The cube of a number plus its double 

17.- The sixth part of a squared number 

18.- A number plus the third part of its cube 

19.-The triple of the seventh part of a number 

20.- A half of a number is equal to its square 

21.- The two fifth of a number minus its cube 

22.-Three quarters of a number 

23.-Two thirds of a number 

24.- The cube of the sum of two numbers, minus three 

25.-The difference between the squares of two numbers 

26.- One third of a number minus, other number to the square 

27.- One third of a number minus other number, to the square 

28.- The double of a number is equal to the triple of its square 

29.- The triple of a number plus its square 

30.- Twelve times six minus x 

31.- The cube of x is equal to the double of y 

32.- The half of the sum of nine and z 

33.- The age, three years ago, of a man who is x years old nowadays 

34.- The age, five years later, of a man who is x yeas old nowadays 

35.- A number decreased in seven units 

36.- A number increased in four units 

37.- The perimeter of a square that has the edge x 

38.- The square of a number minus the number 

39.- The difference between x and y to the square 

40.- The sum of the square of a number and another number 

 

 

 


